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Flat-detector computed tomography (FD-CT)

Abstract Flat-panel detectors or, syn-
onymously, flat detectors (FDs) have
been developed for use in radiography
and fluoroscopy with the defined goal
to replace standard X-ray film, film-
screen combinations and image in-
tensifiers by an advanced sensor
system. FD technology in comparison
to X-ray film and image intensifiers
offers higher dynamic range, dose
reduction, fast digital readout and the
possibility for dynamic acquisitions of
image series, yet keeping to a compact
design. It appeared logical to employ
FD designs also for computed tomog-
raphy (CT) imaging. Respective ef-
forts date back a few years only, but
FD-CT has meanwhile becomewidely
accepted for interventional and intra-
operative imaging using C-arm sys-
tems. FD-CT provides a very efficient
way of combining two-dimensional
(2D) radiographic or fluoroscopic and
3D CT imaging. In addition, FD
technology made its way into a num-
ber of dedicated CT scanner develop-

ments, such as scanners for the max-
illo-facial region or for micro-CT
applications. This review focuses on
technical and performance issues of
FD technology and its full range of
applications for CT imaging. A com-
parison with standard clinical CT is of
primary interest. It reveals that FD-CT
provides higher spatial resolution, but
encompasses a number of disadvan-
tages, such as lower dose efficiency,
smaller field of view and lower tem-
poral resolution. FD-CT is not aimed
at challenging standard clinical CT as
regards to the typical diagnostic ex-
aminations; but it has already proven
unique for a number of dedicated CT
applications, offering distinct practical
advantages, above all the availability
of immediate CT imaging in the
interventional suite or the operating
room.
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Introduction

The development of flat-detector (FD) technology origin-
ally aimed at improving standard radiography by providing
higher absorption efficiency and a wider dynamic range
than available with X-ray film or film-screen combinations.
Direct digital read-out and frame rates of several images
per second offer additional practical advantages and also
the possibility for fluoroscopic examinations. The intro-
duction of FD technology was announced and expected for

the 1990s; it was delayed due mostly to production
problems, but is now generally available.

For several years this new detector technology has been
under investigation also for standard X-ray computed
tomography (CT) applications and under evaluation for
new and dedicated scanner design. Nevertheless, in most
cases today the term FD-CT refers to CT imaging using C-
arm systems built for radiography and fluoroscopy which
are equipped with an FD and prepared to take projection
data over an angular range of 180° or more.
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The basic idea to acquire projection data over a typically
180°-plus fan angle was already pursued in the 1990s [1–
4]. The early work was conducted on C-arm systems
equipped with conventional image intensifiers (Fig. 1a).
Like CT detector systems, image intensifiers offer a very
limited performance, due above all to low dynamic range,
image distortions and potential influences of changing
magnetic interferences during the rotational movement.
This prevented the use of such systems for CT-like
applications in the classical sense, i.e. the imaging of
soft-tissue structures. Image intensifier-based C-arms were
typically only used for high-contrast vessel imaging and
mostly employed intra-arterial injections. They provided
good high-resolution imaging at contrast levels even
exceeding 1,000 Hounsfield units (HU), as shown by the
example in Fig. 1b. Respective commercial solutions with
several hundred clinical installations were widely used. It is
foreseeable, however, that they will be replaced by FD-
based C-arm CT systems (Fig. 1c), which offer higher dose
efficiency, higher image quality and, to a good approxi-
mation, CT-like performance. In particular, they provide
the possibility for assessing soft-tissue structures, as shown
by the example in Fig. 1d.

Modern C-arm CT systems presently find rapid
acceptance since they offer improved image quality,
versatility and dedicated applications for planning, guid-

ing, monitoring and assessing interventional procedures
[5–12]. These are above all their use in interventional
procedures and in intra-operative imaging. The physical
and technical characteristics of such systems, the trade-off
between image quality and dose in comparison with
standard clinical multi-slice spiral CT (MSCT) systems
with dedicated CT detectors shall be the focus of this
review. Image intensifier-based systems are not included;
however, the review is complementedby an overview of
novel types of dedicated CT scanner designs using FD
technology. Future aspects and potential developments of
FD technology and FD-CT are also discussed.

Technology of C-arm FD-CT systems

The main components of C-arm FD-CT systems to be
considered in this section are the X-ray source, the X-ray
detector, the mechanical set-up, and the image reconstruc-
tion unit. Many aspects of the discussion below apply just
the same to the dedicated FD-CT systems presented later;
particulars of such systems will be discussed there
whenever indicated.

X-ray sources

C-arm systems have been designed and are generally used
for fluoroscopy; the CT option at present is an addition to
the existing system. Accordingly, we are faced with the
standard X-ray sources typically used in angiography,
interventional or intra-operative imaging. Performance
parameters available and typically chosen differ slightly
from those commonly used in clinical CT. Smaller focal
spot sizes are available, the power levels and the high
voltage values are lower. Typical parameters for C-arm CT
and clinical CT are given in Table 1 for comparison.

C-arm systems offer exposure control schemes both for
radiography and fluoroscopy as a standard. This involves
not only an adaptation of the tube current but also of the
tube voltage. In CT, a variation of the tube voltage with
projection angle is undesirable since the attenuation values
will change when the beam energy changes; inconsistent
measurements of attenuation and, in consequence, image
artefacts would result. Therefore FD-CT is generally
carried out with fixed voltage as is the case in clinical
CT; automatic exposure control (AEC) modulates the tube
current only and aims to achieve constant detector entrance
dose over the scan range [13, 14].

Detector technology

FD technology was initially developed for radiography and
later for angiography in order to overcome insufficiencies
of X-ray film and image intensifiers. The intent was to

Fig. 1a–d CT imaging using C-arm systems equipped with area
detectors has been pursued for many years already. a Initially, image
intensifiers (II) were used which were limited to high-contrast
vascular imaging after intra-arterial injection; b an II-CT of a stented
carotid artery. Modern FD technology, here a 30×40 cm2 FD, which
can be rotated in portrait and landscape format (c), allows for better
image quality and thereby also for soft tissue delineation; d for a
cystic ring-enhancing glioma of the left hemisphere
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provide fast and repeated direct digital readout and higher
dynamic range. The basic design principle nevertheless still
relies on the conversion of X-rays to light: a fluorescence
scintillator screen, mostly a caesium iodide substrate, is
used as an X-ray converter. The light emitted is recorded by
a regular array of photodiodes placed in immediate contact
with the fluorescent screen (Fig. 2a). Typical design
parameters of FDs are included in Table 1.

The selection of the entrance screen material and
thickness, i.e. the X-ray sensor characteristics, is governed
by the same criteria as in screen-film radiography. Greater
thicknesses mean higher absorption efficiency; however, at
the same time spatial resolution is degraded since the light
photons are emitted in all directions and propagate
diffusely (Fig. 2b). Special efforts were directed at
developing and manufacturing structured needle-type
phosphors which guide the light along these structures.
These efforts have brought substantial improvements.
Nevertheless, light is not guided perfectly along the
needles and there is still a degradation of spatial resolution.
Therefore, screen thicknesses which offer lower absorption
than in clinical CTare generally chosen. In any case, spatial
resolution today is ultimately limited by the fluorescence
screen, even if very small pixel sizes defined through larger
photodiode matrices become available.

In consequence, efforts have been directed at so-called
direct converters that allow the convertion of X-ray
photons directly to electron charge, which then travels
along the direction of an applied electric field and is
collected without a significant loss of resolution (Fig. 2b
right). Directly converting materials such as selenium [15]
or mercuric iodide [16, 17] are not yet commercially
available for CT imaging purposes, however; in particular,
they also do not provide the necessary temporal character-
istics and dynamic capabilities [18, 19].

FDs are available in formats typically from 5×5 cm2 up
to 40×40 cm2; the selection will depend on the application
and on cost considerations. The production of large FDs
has proven difficult and costly due to frequent pixel
defects. The typical dynamic ranges of 10–14 bits again are
adequate for radiography and fluoroscopy. For CT
applications, higher values would be desirable. Also, the
geometric efficiency for indirect converters is limited. For
pixel sizes of 150-μm pitch the fill-factor amounts to
approximately 65%; for smaller pixels, the geometric
efficiency decreases further. Direct converters do not suffer
from this limitation.

Temporal response was no major concern in the design
and development of FDs. Frame rates of 5–10 images per
second are typically available today for full matrix readout
which appears adequate for most fluoroscopic applications.
Combining of pixels, the so-called binning process, allows
for higher readout rates, e.g. up to 60 images per second
with 4×4 binning, but at the expense of resolution (see
Spatial resolution in the next section). For CT purposes, an
increase would be of interest, but only if the characteristics
of the absorber are also adequate [20]. Caesium iodide was
abandoned in the 1980s in clinical CT since its temporal lag
phenomena classified it insufficient for fast CT [13, 21,
22]. The ideal detector is still to be developed.

Mechanical set-up

C-arm systems are characterized by flexibility in their use;
in particular, by the possibility of choosing arbitrary
angulations. The most important additional demand
imposed by CT scanning is to allow for a circular scan over
at least 180°. For high image quality, a minimum angular
range of 180°-plus fan angle is required. An additional
requirement is related to mechanical stability: for good CT
image quality exactly the same object section has to be
viewed for all projections. This means that the desired
perfect planar trajectory of focus and detector has to be
realized with very high precision. Otherwise the attenu-
ation data measured for different projection angles will be
inconsistent. Visible artefacts will result even for minute
deviations if such misalignment remains uncorrected; an
example including corrections is given in the next section
under Artefact considerations.

Grids are generally available on C-arm systems but there
is no consensus yet when they should be applied in CT
scanning. Effects of scattered radiation on image quality
are discussed further under Artefact considerations in the
next section.

Image reconstruction

FD-CT can be viewed as synonymous to cone-beam CT,
which demands special efforts at image reconstruction. The

Table 1 Typical parameters for MSCT and FD-CT

MSCT FD-CT

Tube voltage 80–140 kV 50–125 kV

Tube current 10–600 mA 10–800 mA

X-ray power 20–100 kW 10–80 kW

Focal-spot size 0.6–1.2 mm 0.3–0.8 mm

Rotation time 0.33––1 s 5–20 s

Detector elements

- in fan direction 512–1,024 512–2,490

- in z-direction 16–64 512–2,490

Field of measurement

- in fan direction 500–700 mm 100–250 mm

- in z-direction 2–40 mm 100–200 mm

Min. slice thickness 0.6 mm 0.1–0.3 mm

Typ. scintillator/thickness Gd2O2S/1.0–
1.4 mm

CsI:(Tl)/0.4–
0.8 mm

Data rate ≤1,000 MB/s ≤60 MB/s
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standard convolution-backprojection approaches only
work with high image quality when a perfect planar or
fan-beam geometry is given. When the detector extent in
the z-direction is increased, the cone angle, κ, increases just
the same from 0° to typically 5–20°. For clinical CT, it has
been shown that up to 64 slices, corresponding to about 2–
4° cone angle, approximate reconstruction approaches such
as the so-called advanced single-slice rebinning (ASSR)
algorithms applied to spiral CT scan data provide excellent
image quality [23].

For wider cone angles and for circular scan trajectories
the situation is complicated. The reconstruction approach
of choice is the so-called Feldkamp algorithm [24]. Its
performance varies slightly with the type of implementa-
tion, reconstruction times are typically 2–10 min for an
image volume of 5123. In principle, high image quality can
only be guaranteed for the central plane. Image quality will
be degraded for areas outside the central plane, and the

degradation will increase as a function of the distance to it.
The artefacts are generally called cone-beam artefacts [13,
24, 25]. Work on so-called exact cone-beam reconstruction
using complete trajectories is ongoing. It is not of
immediate importance for routine daily work.

Image quality and dose in C-arm FD-CT

Values and images presented in this section were obtained
with a standard FD of 1,920×2,490 detector elements with
154-μm pixel dimensions, 30×40 cm2 entrance field and
geometry as given in Table 2. These results shall only serve
as examples to illustrate the general statements. It has to be
noted that statements regarding image quality will also
depend on the parameter and conditions chosen, such as the
object or phantom size, the X-ray spectrum, or the specific
application.

Fig. 2a, b Typical set-up of an
FD. A caesium iodide fluores-
cence screen serves as an X-ray
to light converter. a The light
photons are recorded by an array
of photodiodes which typically
define pixels of 100–200 μm in
size. b left Light diffusion inevi-
tably leads to a degradation of
resolution. b centre This effect
can be reduced significantly
when using structured crystals,
b right but only materials which
directly convert charge to elec-
tric signal avoid this effect
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Spatial resolution

Similar to clinical CT, spatial resolution depends on focal
spot size, detector element size, the geometry and the
reconstruction parameters [13]. The parameter modified
most easily is the detector element size: it is enlarged
effectively by binning. A binning of n×n means that n×n
pixels are combined and read out as one. Binning reduces
noise and the amount of data and thereby can increase
frame rates, but it also reduces spatial resolution, as shown
by modulation transfer function (MTF) and bar pattern
measurements. The 10% MTF values amounted to 3.0 lp/
mm with no binning and 1.5 lp/mm with 2×2 binning,
respectively (Fig. 3a); visual evaluation of a bar pattern
phantom confirms these results (Fig. 3b). In any case, this
exceeds the spatial resolution of MSCT, which typically
provides up to 1.2–1.4 lp/mm for high-resolution modes.

Noise, contrast and contrast resolution

Soft-tissue or, in general, low-contrast resolution is
strongly dependent on image noise levels. FDs still are
less efficient than detectors used for MSCT and are thus
expected to provide higher noise and reduced low-contrast
resolution at a given dose level. Figure 4 shows
reconstructions for a low-contrast phantom with spheres
of different diameters ranging from 5–20 mm with contrast
levels of 10 and 20 HU. Figure 4a,b shows the result of a
reconstruction at the same dose level but at different
resolution levels. Figure 4a provides high spatial resolution
but also higher noise and decreased low-contrast detect-
ability; a smooth reconstruction kernel and a larger slice
width were chosen for Fig. 4b. The trade-off between
spatial resolution and noise is further explained below (see
General considerations regarding resolution and dose).
The effect of increased dose which leads to a decrease of
image noise is indicated in Fig. 4c. At a weighted CT dose
index (CTDIw) value of 5.9 mGy, 10-mm spheres at 10 HU
contrast are resolved for a slice thickness of 1 mm.

Dose considerations

Dose considerations for FD-CT are largely the same as in
MSCT, and all general recommendations apply to both in
an analogous manner [13]. The analogy also holds for
problems in dose assessment which have evolved lately.
The generally accepted technical dose descriptor for CT
systems is the CT dose index (CTDI)

CTDI ¼ 1

M � S
Z50mm

�50mm

D zð Þdz 6¼ 1

M � S
Z1

�1
D zð Þdz (1)

It was defined in the 1980s, when only low z-coverage
scans were available, and intended to give a correct
estimate of the integrated dose resulting from a given single

Table 2 C-arm FD-CT parameters used in generating the data for
Figs. 3 and 4

Tube voltage 70 kV (head scans); 125 kV
(body scans)

Distance focus rotation centre 785 mm

Distance focus detector 1,200 mm

Detector entrance field 30×40 cm2

Pixel size 154 μm

Scintillator 0.6 mm CsI(Tl)

Angular increment 0.4° (2×2 binning), 1.2°
(no binning)

Angular range 200°

Fig. 4a–c The detectability of low-contrast details depends on
reconstruction parameters and dose. a, b High- and low-resolution
reconstructions are associated with high and low noise, respectively.
c An increase of dose, compared with a, b, leads to lower noise and
results in improved low-contrast detectability (see text)

Fig. 3 Superior spatial resolution is demonstrated a by MTF and b
by bar pattern measurements. Pixel binning (see text) has a strong
effect, but resolution generally exceeds that of clinical CT
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scan for a range of 14 slice widths, S, [26] and later for
100 mm along the dose profile, D(z) [13]. With the advent
of multi-slice systems with collimations M·S of 20–
120 mm in MSCT and up to 200 mm in FD-CT [given at
the centre of rotation (COR)] the CTDI definition is not
adequate any more [12, 27, 28]. The same statement holds
for the weighted CTDIw, which is defined as CTDIw=1/3·
CTDIc+2/3·CTDIp, where c and p denote central and
peripheral positions in the phantom. Analogously, the
standard measurement methods using an ionization cham-
ber of 100 mm length will provide an insufficient estimate
of the delivered dose. Figure 5a shows that dose profiles
measured with thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) in
the centre of a body CTDI phantom of 32 cm diameter and
600 mm z-extent extend far beyond the 100 mm range.
Using such extra-long phantoms and ionisation chambers
is not practical. Standard CTDI phantoms and ionisation
chambers with a length of 150 mm and 100 mm,
respectively, which are generally used today, offer a poor
approximation only and are a cumbersome exercise [26,
29]. Comparisons of modern CT systems, including their
dose characteristics, are still difficult at present and a
consensus on how to do it is still to be found.

For system comparisons in this paper, we performed the
corresponding dose integral measurements with a 25-cm
ionization chamber in order to calculate the CTDIw values
providing an approximate dose indicator. We propose using
Monte Carlo (MC) calculations [13, 30] for phantom- or
patient-specific dose assessment of both integral dose values
and dose distributions. Figure 5b shows the dose distribution
for a thorax cross-section obtained by a C-arm FD-CT scan
over 200° with the tube travelling beneath the patient table.
When combined with point measurements (e.g. air kerma at
the COR) simulations provide quantitatively correct dose
distributions. The MC simulation tool is more flexible than
any measurement setup, and the calculation of 3D dose
distributions can be easily adapted to scan parameters,
spectra, geometries and also to tube current or voltage
modulations to be developed in the future [13].

Artefact considerations

FD-CT scanners face problems such as beam hardening,
defect detector elements or metal artefacts like any other X-
ray CT imaging system. Due to their special geometry and
mechanics characterized by smaller fan angles, larger
collimation in z-direction, and mechanical instabilities,
FD-CT scans additionally have to deal with data truncation,
high scatter intensities and misalignment artefacts.

The field of measurement (FOM) for FD-CT scanners is
limited to about 250 mm (see Table 1), which is smaller
than the 50 cm FOM necessary for standard body scans.
So-called data truncation artefacts result, which influence
the CT-value accuracy and disturb the diagnostic quality of
the images. Correction algorithms [31, 32] allow to restore

Fig. 5a, b Dose in FD-CT. a Dose profile along the central axis of a
600-mm long PMMA phantom of 32-cm diameter for 200-mm z-
collimation. b Dedicated Monte Carlo tools provide exact 3D dose
distributions for any CT scan and scan parameters
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image quality and improve the accuracy of the CT values in
the FOM. The application of such “detruncation” algo-
rithms also provides anatomic information outside the
FOM. Although image quality is impaired, this can be
useful in some situations.

The increased collimation in the z-direction results in
increased scatter fractions [33–35]. This will induce severe
cupping artefacts, i.e. a CT value drop towards the centre of
the phantom. Both the use of an anti-scatter grid and of
scatter correction algorithms yield a more homogeneous
display and improved CT value accuracy. Nevertheless, the
use of anti-scatter grids is not generally accepted [10], since
their employment results in a dose penalty. An increase of
mA values is necessary to make up for their absorption of
primary photons. The use of anti-scatter grids in FD-CT is

generally considered beneficial in the case of large objects
since these are accompanied by high scatter fractions [10].

Mechanical stability is an important issue for C-arm
based FD-CT systems. Unlike conventional CT gantries,
the C-arm movement and consequently the respective
detector-source positions for each projection may be
afflicted with an unacceptably high inaccuracy or mis-
alignment depending on the trajectory, rotation speed etc.
[36]. Typical effects of misalignment in the reconstructed
images are a deformation of fine structures and a generally
reduced image quality; correction techniques based on
offline [37, 38] or online calibration procedures [39]
usually provide removal of misalignment artefacts to a high
degree.

General considerations regarding resolution and dose

The general considerations of this section shall serve to
give a combined assessment of spatial resolution, low-
contrast resolution, noise and the delivered dose in a single
quality factor which characterizes a CT system. It is valid
both for conventional spiral CT and FD-CT systems and
enables a direct comparison of modalities.

Fig. 6 Clinical FD-CT appli-
cations. (a) Embolisation of a
liver tumour (left: coronal;
right: sagittal view). b FD-CT/
angiographic CT after stent-
assisted coil embolization of a
wide-necked paraophthalmic
internal carotid artery aneu-
rysm. (c) Vertebroplasty in an
in-vitro model. Plain radiogra-
phy (left) and FD-CT (right)

Table 3 Quality indices according to equation (2) for MSCT and
FD-CT

Phantom Tube voltage (kV) Q

MSCT Head 80 1.00

FD-CT Head 70 0.94

MSCT Body 120 1.00

FD-CT Body 125 0.37
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The quality factor Q is defined [13] as

Q ¼ c � 1

σ2 � ρ�4
10% � D (2)

where c is usually chosen such that the Q-value for the
system chosen as reference in a comparison is set equal to
1. Noise is given by σ, which is the standard deviation of
the CT values in a homogeneous phantom section, ρ10% is
the 10% MTF-value representing a spatial resolution
measure, and D an indicator for the delivered dose.
Isotorpic resolution is assumed, otherwise the chosen slice
thickness, S, would have to be included explicitly [12].

Table 3 shows an exemplary comparison of clinical CT
to C-arm flat-panel CT for standard head and body scans.
In this case D is represented by the CTDIw value for the
corresponding scan for a head (16 cm) and a body (32 cm)
CTDI-phantom, respectively. For the head scan with low
X-ray energy, FD-CT is almost as efficient as MSCT; for
the body phantom at higher attenuation and X-ray energy,
FD-CT is inferior. This is to be acknowledged as a fact, but
generally is not a problem since interventions and not
diagnoses are the goals of the examination.

The acknowledged advance offered by FD-CT with
respect to image quality is the improved spatial resolution.
In many applications, for example in imaging stents during
the intervention, this is a particular advantage. In most other
respects, image quality lower than in clinical CT is accepted.
Artefacts due to cone-beam acquisition and the limited field
of measurement are visible in many cases (see Fig. 6), but it
is of no major relevance: for the task at hand it is fully
sufficient. This is a statement valid for many, if not most,
FD-CT applications. When coiling a cerebral aneurysm, the
interventional radiologist needs the possibility of an imme-
diate CT control scan when a complication such as a rupture
is suspected. The specific application, patient handling and
safety and workflow are the dominant considerations.

For a given level of image quality, dose requirements are
higher for FD-CT than for clinical CT due to the lower
detection efficiency. However, in most applications the
mAs product per single scan is much lower for FD-CT. It
has to be kept in mind, however, that repeated scans may be
the case. Cumulated dose, including the contributions from
fluoroscopy or single radiographs, can vary widely, and a
general specification of dose values is not possible.

One further aspect regarding image quality should be
noted for chest and abdominal examinations: due to the
slow rotation of the FD-CT patient, motion will often
reduce spatial resolution.

Novel implementations and applications of FD-CT

The availability of FD technology for CT imaging has
stimulated a surprising number of novel developments for

clinical, pre-clinical, animal and in vitro imaging. Routine
interventional and intraoperative imaging are the primary
examples. Additionally, we here give a brief overview of
further innovative developments of FD-CT to inform and
to alert the reader to these.

C-arm-based interventional FD-CT

FD-CT image-guided tumour therapy is one of the
fastest growing applications in radiology; it applies to all
body regions and includes tumour embolisation (Fig. 6a)
and radiofrequency ablation. Vascular interventions for
treatment of aneurysms and arteriovenous malforma-
tions, stent imaging and angioplasties are also growing
in importance. Angiographic FD-CT is particularly
helpful during neurointerventional procedures, i.e.
intracranial stenting for cerebrovascular stenoses, stent-
assisted coil-embolization of wide-necked cerebral
aneurysms (Fig. 6b) and embolizations of arteriovenous
malformations of the brain [39, 40]. Especially, the
small intracranial stents hardly visible in plain fluo-
roscopy can be visualized well using high-resolution
FD-CT. Additionally, by providing morphologic images
of the brain within the angio suite FD-CT is able to work
up periprocedural hemorrhage in the rare cases of
intraprocedural aneurysm or AVM rupture and may
thus significantly improve immediate complication

Fig. 7a–d Dedicated FD-CT scanners. a, b X-ray source and FD
attached to a rotating linear accelerator for CT imaging of
radiotherapy patients on the treatment couch. (Courtesy of D.
Jaffray, Toronto.) c Micro-CT scanner for fast low-dose in-vivo
imaging of small animals. d A 90-s scan of a mouse at 80-μm
resolution and 130 mGy after contrast medium injection
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management without the need to transfer the patient
to the CT suite [40–42]. Spinal interventions such
as kyphoplasty or vertebroplasty (Fig. 6c) also benefit
from FD-CT. It has to be noted that FD-CT benefits
for soft-tissue interventions and imaging without con-
trast medium application have not yet been evaluated
completely.

C-arm-based intra-operative FD-CT

Intra-operative imaging has also shown an impressive
upward trend over the past few years. It is focused on
orthopaedic and trauma surgery, such as joint replacements
and spine surgery. Similar to the situation in the
interventional suite, FD-CT allows immediate and con-
clusive control of the surgical intervention, as for example
the correct placement of screws without impairment of
joint function.

FD-CT in combination with radiation therapy units

Attaching a standard X-ray tube and an FD to a rotating
linear accelerator allows for CT imaging of the patient on the
therapy couch [9, 43, 44]. It is the same rationale as in C-arm
CT: the practical advantages of real-time control of patient
positioning and tumour control and the option of real-time
therapy planning outweigh potential disadvantages in image
quality, which are to be acknowledged (Fig. 7a,b). The
demanding diagnostic work-up has usually been completed
earlier by clinical CT or another modality; FD-CT image
quality is adequate to accomplish the task at hand.

FD-CT for dedicated maxillo-facial scanning

Imaging of the maxillo-facial skull has received growing
attention in the past years as the number of image-guided
procedures in dental and maxillo-facial surgery, in

Fig. 8 Potential future developments in FD-CT: robots will allow for faster, more precise and more flexible data acquisition and therapy
(see text). (Renderings of the two large robots are a courtesy of Siemens Medical Systems Particle Therapy Division)
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particular dental implants, is increasing. Respective
dedicated scanners were initially equipped with image
intensifiers; image quality was very limited, the exposure
unnecessarily high [45]. Although better results are
obtained at lower dose when using standard clinical CT
scanners with appropriate scan protocols, the high interest
of practitioners in that field led to the installation of
hundreds of maxillo-facial scanners all over Europe. The
introduction of FD technology into such scanners has
improved the situation. Although the relation of image
quality to patient dose is still inferior to what MSCT can
offer, workflow considerations and the desire to control the
CT imaging part in dental maxillo-facial procedures
appears to be the dominant consideration.

FD-CT for dedicated imaging of the breast

CT imaging of the female breast was a topic for a short time
in the 1980s [46], but it never got established. Spatial
resolution was insufficient at the time, and dose levels were
significantly higher than in standard mammography. At
present, new efforts are under way using dedicated FD-CT
scanner set-ups, which expose the female breast only [47].
The patient is positioned prone on a table with one breast at
a time in the field of measurement. Since exposure of the
complete thorax is avoided, lower kVand mAs settings are
possible than in standard CT. There is agreement with
respect to the finding that CT imaging at an adequate image
quality level can be achieved by such scanners at a dose
level which is equivalent to two-view standard mammog-
raphy [47–49]. The major challenge for this FD-CT
application is not image quality, but patient positioning to
ensure that the breast is imaged completely. First results are
promising nevertheless.

FD-CT in combination with conventional CT gantries

Last, but not least, FD technology has also been integrated
in standard CT designs [50–53]. Respective efforts were
labelled experimental and aimed at exploring so-called
“volume CT” options. At present they aim at pre-clinical
imaging applications. It remains open if such designs will
become acceptable for clinical CT; this will above all
demand the development of FD designs improved with
respect to dose efficiency and speed. In any case, such
scanners are associated with high cost and the demand for a
dedicated CT room, which is a disadvantage for most pre-
clinical research laboratories.

FD-CT for high-resolution micro-CT imaging

First efforts at micro-CT imaging, i.e. CT imaging at spatial
resolution levels typically between 5 and 100 μm, date

back to the 1980s. A variety of detectors, such as one-
dimensional linear arrays, fluorescence screens coupled
optically to a photodiode array or image intensifiers, were
in use. The advent of FD technology has added momentum
to developments and research in this field. Micro-CT
also received increasing attention due the augmented
interest in molecular and small-animal imaging (SAI).
Dedicated in-vivo SAI scanners resemble clinical CT
scanners with the animal on a movable bed and the gantry
rotating around it. They are self-shielded in most cases,
often in desk-top design, and do not require any special
building preparations (Fig. 7c). Scan times vary widely
between 30 s to more than 20 min. For the faster scanners,
even CT angiography has become possible routinely
(Fig. 7d).

Potential future developments

The field of FD-CT is still comparatively young, and
further positive developments have to be expected. Some
will simply aim at a continuous improvement of image
quality and workflow, others will be directed at technolo-
gical advances or concepts. Most important, and partly
dependent on the above, are the development and
improvement of applications. We here try and list some
options and possibilities, again without a claim of
completeness.

Developments in detector technology are likely and they
bear the potential for significant improvements of FD-CT.
Faster and flexible detector read-out allowing for faster
scanning is a primary goal. Direct converters, alluded to
earlier, would allow for higher inherent spatial resolution,
since the degrading effect of light transmission will be
omitted. This will also allow for higher absorber thickness
and for absorber materials with higher absorption effi-
ciency, such as mercuric iodide. Energy-selective readout
and photon-counting modes are further options that will
allow for dual-energy imaging and for higher dose
efficiency [54, 55].

Computer-assisted interventions and operations will
increase in frequency and in importance, as they provide
higher precision and higher result quality. It is not only the
difficult cases in interventions or operations which profit
from the support by 3D image-guided planning and
guidance by navigation systems [56, 57]. Robotics will
play an increasing role both for imaging and for therapy.
Figure 8 shows a respective scenario of an interventional
suite in the future, which may appear totally fictitious but,
in our opinion, is likely to appear. A large robot, either
floor- or ceiling-mounted, moves the C-arm system at a
speed and with mechanical precision higher than available
today; fast and versatile imaging concepts are the motiva-
tion here. A second floor-mounted robot holds the patient
bed and allows positioning of the patient with higher
versatility, e.g. adapting table height, swivel and inclination
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with higher flexibility than available at present; the
respective technology is already under evaluation for
high-precision radiation and particle therapy. An additional
small robot mounted to the patient bed, on demand, will
support the interventional radiologist and the surgeon in
positioning devices or implants; the respective technology
is already under evaluation in the field of computer-assisted
surgery.

The introduction of dual-source systems to clinical CT in
2005 [13, 58], which provided higher X-ray power and
shorter effective scan times, may also be an option for C-
arm systems. Bi-plane systems are already used routinely.
Set-ups where both systems follow the same trajectory are
possible technically. Controlling the position of devices or
instruments using triangulation principles with two simul-
taneously acquired projections would be one application
example in 2D mode; very fast measurement to enable
intra-operative perfusion measurements in 3D CT mode
would be a further one. We will have to wait and monitor
how FD-CT applications develop and establish themselves.
The necessary technological support will become available.

Conclusions

FD-CT has gained recognition and acceptance as a
dedicated application-specific CT implementation within

a remarkably short time-span. Interventional and intra-
operative imaging are most important at present, but
quite a number of further FD-CT applications are on the
horizon. In all cases, the application-related advantages
outweigh the image quality-related disadvantages, which
still have to be acknowledged when comparing FD-CT
to clinical CT. There is good reason, though, to expect
that technological advances will help to improve FD-CT
significantly in the future. Detector technology will play
a key role here.

FD-CT does not aim to challenge standard diagnostic
CT, but will gain great importance in future radiology
providing applications for planning, guiding, monitoring
and assessing interventional procedures and image-guided
therapy in general. Its versatility, e.g. the very efficient way
of combining 2D fluoroscopic and 3D CT imaging in one
unit, is a decisive advantage. And, by the way, in that sense
FD-CT also constitutes a new and promising form of
2D/3D combination imaging.
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